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About This Content

Baron Blade has long suffered at the hands of self-proclaimed "heroes." He tires of their constant harrying, their interruptions of
his plans, their love of doomsday device destruction. No longer! He has gathered a team, the Vengeful Five! They bring the

fight to the heroes along with an impressive army of villainous nemeses, each with their own vendetta against the many Sentinels
of the Multiverse!

Sentinels of the Multiverse: Vengeance is a mega-expansion to the award-winning cooperative comic-book card game, Sentinels
of the Multiverse. In addition to 5 new heroes and 2 devious environments, this product provides a new mode of play for the

heroes to face in the form of a team of villains - Players must work together to overcome their greatest challenge yet!
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An immensely fun game with an immense amount of love put it into it.. Lagging like hell, takes up the 30 minutes to start after
white screen bug. The dev sais he cant fix it so refund it (thx a lot).

Totally not recommended!. Do you like Bejewled and Pokemon? Then this game was literally made for you. lit af pack. played
10 minutes forgot i had it so i can't refund it
. Its LucasArts <3. Not so much a cash grab as a small developer trying to create a very ambitious game that it can not regularly
improve. Updates are slow and still has major issues.

Terraforming is not saved from previous savegames.
Part snapping is an issue.
Can not always build/delete parts due to phantom parts above.

Has potential...but for now, save your money.
. Quite appealing Coaster experience. Certainly worth the price. Better than others in a similar price range with really nice music
as well. Was genuinely surprised how good it was, considering the level of dross available. Well done dev. Found myself really
enjoying this. No regrets. If there would be one little suggestion I would say please include a 'quit' button as I couldnt find one!.
This is an action RPG with rythm style combat mechanics (click in response to attacks etc).

The artwork is simplistic/hand drawn style. The combat mechanics are very clunky. Worst of all, there's no fullscreen support
on the latest Windows 10 build. Impossible to recommend with these issues.. Its been years since I first played this game and its
still a great game.
I love this game.
Once you get used to the control scheme its still a great game
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There isn't much the base game TBH, but it's super fun, really addiciting, and the low price more than makes up for the lack of
content.. art: 10
controls: 10
music: 10
replay: very high

pros: its a bullet hell game and within the series of Gundemonium(takes before the events of the first game), which are side
scrollers, this one is vertical. the music is the best of the three games of the series. the art is awesome. even the bosses look
badass. you unlock new dolls(characters) adter you beat the game a few time.

cons: like they said, this one is one the hardest of the series.
the game doesn't tell you how to use bombs, which makes the first boss very hard to kill. in order to use bomb, you need the
flow bar full and just crash\/ram into the "targets" during the boss fight. remember, bombs use one doll.

inshort, if you love the Gundemonium series or hell bullet games, pick this up.. 10 из 10,всем советую!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
kill hordes of dinosaurs with lasers, meteors, music, and snowballs in the puzzle, TD hybrid. Can you keep your steaks safe from
these cretaceous carnivores?. Not very good you keep getting stuck in the same places all the time,after a few minutes you will
get fed up with restarting after a few attempts,shame as it looked quite good. Amazing game, especially for those who have an
interest in managment and wrestling games.
Although it is not much in it gameplay in terms of wrestling matches, the ability to create custom stories with wrestlers you
build up yourself is so satisfying.
Not to mention the amazing modding community that is out there for this game, install the real world mod then you can rule
which ever company you wish, WWE, ROH, NJPW and even the dreaded TNA.

I highly reccomend this game to anyone who has ever had an intrest in becoming a booker.
CAN YOU DIG IT SUKKKAAAAAAA. Although the english translation is lacking in some of the side stuffs, overall seems
like a fine hentai harvest moon, especialyl with the r18 patch we put out.

Superior to the base japanese release since it has the extra key commands and row watering not found on the previous release.
Cute characters get into fun and erotic events while trying to pay off the debt of their crazy parents.. Excellent, suprisingly deep
boardgame with great, minimalist art and pretty music.

Another game I picked up thanks to Tom Chick.

My only complaint? As you "rank up" in the game, you are expected to accomplish
more tasks in a reduced timeframe. I understand that this is an important gameplay
mechanic, I just dont like being put on a timer...but hey...it does make you more
careful and efficient.

Highly recommended.. I am really enjoying this game! The brick breaking game is fun and challenging and has for "worlds" to
unlock which equates to 40 levels, four of which are boss fights. I have already gotten 8 hours of gameplay out of it and I still
have a lot more content to unlock! The archery is fun and also has 40 levels I think. The shield blocking game as well. It's super
polished. I thought it was worth the price!

There is a bug or "feature" where world 2 of the brick breaking game doesn't unlock unless you hit "Next" after beating the first
boss. Don't hit "Select level". Then you need to beat the bonus round and 2-1 in order for it to unlock! I don't know if its the
same for the other bosses because that's the only one I did. Took me awhile to figure it out. It was frustrating.. I remember
buying a copy of this game back in the day (first Blitzkrieg title ever) , it is a nice ww1 strategy game. Historical reailsm is cast
aside a little bit for gameplay purposes. This is for Blitzkrieg fans but also for some ww1 fans. Just dont like it that you cant play
in the first Allied victory in WW1 , the Cer battle , but okay
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